
Perfect Lightning 
 

Event music sees as its natural complement an adequate lighting system which may relate to the 
dining hall, the dance floor but also the interior and exterior architecture of the location, and create 
the right atmosphere according to the different moments.  

As for the music, the lighting is a dynamic concept which must accompany each step of the party, 
including those that begin with sunlight, cross the nightfall and ends at deep night. Everybody will 
be immersed in the romantic atmosphere of a red-orange sunset over the lake, dress the dinner 
room with the dress of a fine New York restaurant, paint the front of the villa with the colors chosen 
for the event or making irresistible energy of the final party, involving all the guests at the dance.  

Event lighting is one of the most important mediums to bring the atmosphere to life. Special 
concepts of lighting can be used to transform any empty space into an elegant and visually 
appealing room. Lighting can be used for practically anything. Some of the most common ways to 
use lighting would be for center pieces, buffets, floral arrangements, walls, stages, dance-floors, 
etc. Lighting in an event determines how your guests see the room, and it improves and enhances 
the overall appearance of the ambiance. It can transform any empty space from an uninspired, 
lusterless room, into a magical wonderland.  

All images and videos represent our equipment, highly professional, low-energy, installed and 
managed by our event specialists.  

 

“In The Right Light, At The Right Time, 
Everything Is Extraordinary”  

Aaron Rose

PERFECT LIGHTNING

Video link 

‣ Lighting systems 
‣ Bright design furnishings 
‣ Audio system 
‣ Gran Gala dinner 
‣ After dinner party

https://youtu.be/KOFlVLTTKK8
https://youtu.be/KOFlVLTTKK8
https://youtu.be/KOFlVLTTKK8
https://youtu.be/FEqtOAKsDOM
https://youtu.be/ur9CD-S3KJE
https://youtu.be/ur9CD-S3KJE
https://youtu.be/6xq78tHxwj4
https://youtu.be/KOFlVLTTKK8
https://youtu.be/FEqtOAKsDOM
https://youtu.be/ur9CD-S3KJE
https://youtu.be/ur9CD-S3KJE
https://youtu.be/6xq78tHxwj4


ARCHITECTURAL 
WIRELESS LED LIGHTING 

DOT

ARCHITECTURAL 
WIRELESS LED LIGHTING

GOBO FILTER 
PROJECTIONS

FOG MACHINE

“T" SUPPORT PARLED 
LIGHTS 

MULTICOLOR LIGHT 
SCANNER SYSTEM

WASH MOVING HEADS 
ON AMERICAN BEAM



 


















